ARMY ALLIANCE

The Army Alliance has successfully advocated for over $300 million
Attained expanded
direct hiring authority
for organizations at
APG. Such authority
permits managers to
directly hire for certain
technical personnel,
greatly speeding up
the onboarding of key
capability.

Helped National Defense
Education Program
double its funding, which
allows APG workers
to volunteer time
and expertise in local
classrooms.

Worked with APG
organizations to create a
cohesive response to the
Army’s proposed plan
to cut 4,300 positions
at APG.

Advocated for the
modernization of the
ARL Supercomputing
Center. The new facility
will provide expanded
predictive modeling and
simulation capability.

2021

Protected funding for
the Chemical Security
Analysis Center, a
national security asset
located at APG and
funded by DHS where
chemical vulnerabilities
are identified and
mitigated.
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Successfully advocated
for federal funding for
demolition and removal
of contaminated facilities
in the Edgewood Area
of APG.

Helped secure passage
of SB 889/HB1060,
establishing the Regional
Additive Manufacturing
Partnership of Maryland.

Drafted and advocated
for HB 362, which
established the
Northeastern Maryland
Higher Education
Advisory Board.

Pushed for funding to
increase the capacity of
the MD7/US 40/MD 715
interchanges to handle
the projected increase
in traffic in the vicinity
of Aberdeen Proving
Ground.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

in projects and facilities that benefit the entire APG community.

Secured funding for the
Army Test and Evaluation
Facility’s high-speed
test track at APG that
dramatically improves
test capabilities.

Helped fund the
creation of a Homeland
Security Emergency
Preparedness curriculum
for MD high schools,
which has expanded to
25+ schools across the
state.

Supported major
construction of new IT
infrastructure backbone
for organizations moving
to APG.

Helped fund the launch
of Science and Math
Academy at Aberdeen
High School, which
educates our region’s
future generation of
scientists and engineers.

Secured funding for the
Advanced Chemistry
Laboratory, a unique
facility at Edgewood
designed for working
with toxic compounds.

1999

Ensured a smooth
transition for
organizations and
workers relocating to
Northeastern Maryland
as a result of BRAC
2005.

Advocated for the
Rotorcraft Survivability
and Test Tilt Table at
APG, which provides
new aircraft survivability
assessment capabilities
to the Services.

Secured funding for
Spinel Armor program at
ARL, which developed
material with superior
optical properties and
high hardness.

Helped secure
funding for a facility at
Edgewood to receive,
triage, sample, and
screen “unknowns” with
potential of chemical,
biological, radiological, or
explosive configurations.
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ABOUT ARMY
ALLIANCE
The Army Alliance is a nonprofit civic organization
advocating for the well-being
of the programs, people, and
missions of Aberdeen Proving
Ground (APG).

Its work is to engage elected
officials and government
leadership at the federal, state,
and local levels on issues,
challenges and opportunities
facing APG and the surrounding
region. The Army Alliance
facilitates initiatives that support
APG and the community to
protect and grow the missions,
programs, and workforce at
APG.
The Army Alliance is guided
by an all-volunteer Board of
Directors operating under
Section 501(c) (4) of the
Internal Revenue Code.
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FOREWORD
A Message From Bruce England, Executive Director,
Susquehanna Workforce Network (SWN) and Army
Alliance Board of Directors

Bruce England, Executive Director, Susquehanna
Workforce Network (SWN) and Army Alliance
Board of Directors
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SWN is a private, nonprofit corporation
directed by the region’s Workforce
Board that oversees, coordinates,
and plans workforce development
programs and services for businesses
and individuals in Cecil and Harford
Counties. SWN seeks to identify
needs and develop solutions that
maximize regional economic success
and worker potential. We represent an
affiliation of over 50 local businesses,
organizations, and agencies that work
collaboratively to execute a system of
education, training, employment and
outreach programs or services that are
responsive to local economic challenges
and designed to meet the needs of
businesses, workers, and youth. I have
found serving on the Army Alliance’s
board helpful to bring a workforce

perspective to the Army Alliance’s
work, as well as to bring the defense
perspective back to SWN.

COVID-19 impacted our region’s
workforce. Our perspective of who was
“essential” changed; unemployment
rates spiked; the labor force shrunk;
federal, state, and county governments
provided grants to help keep small
businesses open and the workforce
paid; and many made investments to
make remote work possible for many
positions. The past year has been both
challenging and transformational for
the workforce and business community.
Even as this pandemic winds down,
there will be additional challenges
as businesses continue to pivot
and respond to changing consumer

buying patterns and adapt workplace
structures and environments to work
efficiently in the future.

APG’s mission has been a stabilizing
factor for this region through the
pandemic – that is the benefit of having
a large federally-funded entity in our
backyard. Ensuring that APG’s mission
continues, helps to ensure economic
stability in Northeastern Maryland.
APG payroll supports all sorts of
indirect jobs here in Harford and Cecil
Counties. We all prosper when APG
prospers, and that is a good reason to
support Army Alliance’s goal to protect
and grow the missions of APG. An
even better reason to support the Army
Alliance is that APG’s missions are
critical to the security of our nation.
I thank all existing sponsors of the
Army Alliance. I ask that if you are not
yet a sponsor, take the time to learn
more about the Army Alliance and
consider taking a sponsorship so that
you can support their goals. Our tiered
sponsorships will help to find a fit for
your organization in partnership with
the Army Alliance.

Senator Ben Cardin was the Army Alliance guest speaker at our August
31, 2020 Annual Meeting.

Karen Holt, Army Alliance Board Member, is now the Vice President
of the Association of Defense Communities.
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INTRODUCTION
Tony Lisuzzo, President
If the APG mission set did not include
the testing of ordnance, probably most
of the surrounding community would
be unaware of this national asset that
sits at the top of the Chesapeake Bay.
During the pandemic, APG played a
key role in the nation’s defense against
COVID-19; and for the most part it
was done quietly with little fanfare.

Tony Lisuzzo, President, Army Alliance
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What did the organizations
at APG accomplish?

In the early onset of the pandemic,
experts at APG assisted Army forces
that were deployed across the country
to provide COVID-19 support. For
example, APG experts provided
communications gear (supported by
a 24/7 help desk), alternative battery
sources for ventilators, software
support and training to enable power

grid planning for field hospitals, and
collaborated with civilian partners
to manufacture low-cost, emergency
ventilators utilizing 3D printing.

APG has a Center of Excellence (COE)
for Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
Nuclear and Explosives (CBRNE). The
research components of this COE are
the Combat Capabilities Development
Command (DEVCOM) Army Research
Lab (ARL) and the DEVCOM
Chemical Biological Center (CBC).
These organizations, through decades
of research, were well positioned
to support the pandemic. Examples
of key research conducted included
the testing of materials for use in
homemade masks; the identification
of decontamination solutions,
neutralizing antibodies and molecular
protections; the development of
COVID-19 sensors; the measurement

of the spread of contaminant within
military aircraft; and research on
damage to lungs from COVID-19.

Another entity of the CBRNE COE
is the Joint Program Executive
Officer for Chemical, Biological,
Radiological and Nuclear Defense
(JPEO-CBRND). JPEO CBRND
supported interagency partners in their
response to the COVID-19 pandemic,
from helping develop detection,
diagnosis, treatment, and vaccines
for our Warfighters, to tools that
increase situational awareness of the
coronavirus, all thanks to their team
effort with industry and academia. If
you go to their website, there is a long
list of contracts that the JPEO put in
place for vaccines, therapeutics, and
equipment needed in the COVID-19
battle.

MG Kilgo speaks about Team C5ISR at the State of APG, April 20, 2021.

able to respond to the pandemic. The
criticality of funding APG is even more
important during the next decade and
beyond, as pandemic threats will most
APG’s work in support of the pandemic likely continue, in addition to other
documented threats to our nation,
could only be accomplished due to
to include cyber intrusions/attacks.
the expertise and knowledge that
The Army Alliance and our sponsors
the workforce had gained in the last
recognize the importance of the APG
decade. Funding over the past decade
mission, and we continue to advocate
was critical to ensure they reached
for them – to ensure they have the
the readiness levels required to be

resources and support to complete
their job. If you are not yet a sponsor,
I ask that you consider becoming one.
Information is available on our website,
armyalliance.org.

My sincere condolences to those who
have suffered losses from COVID-19.
May the next 12 months bring better
health to all and enable us to meet once
again without masks and distancing.
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THE APG DEFENSE COMMUNITY,
A POST PANDEMIC LOOK AHEAD
Sue Nappi, Executive Director

Sue Nappi, Executive Director, Army Alliance
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We all remember the beginning of the
pandemic, the call to action by our
nation: “15 days to slow the spread.”
The days dragged on. Tragically, some
of us were very affected by COVID-19,
suffering from losses of family and/
or friends, while others were not
affected at all. Over time, a “new
normal” emerged which included
social distancing, the sanitization of
surfaces, masks and working from
home. COVID-19 will always be here
with us, but as vaccines are widely
distributed, we reach herd immunity
and therapeutics ensure successful
recovery, the crisis will pass. This yearplus experience will shape our future;
how we act and work together as a
“Great American Defense Community”
for the next generations. Below are
some areas in which the APG defense

community can better position itself
for our post-pandemic reality.

The Future of Work

Within our APG defense community,
the largest telework experiment
occurred: emergency operations plans
were put into place and the majority of
APG employees that were not working
in labs or on test ranges were sent
to work from home. The researchers
at Cornell University’s Center for
Advanced Human Resource Studies
say COVID-19 sparked a “global
experiment in large-scale and longterm remote work,” and that it proved
more productive and efficient than
many employers expected.
The Combat Capabilities Development
Command (DEVCOM), the APG

THE
FUTURE
OF
WORK

organization that is the Army’s
Headquarters for research and
development, is not surprisingly,
leading the way for what the “Future
of Work” may look like for the Army
and APG. DEVCOM realized that while
the command’s mission set cannot and
would not change, the where, how,
and when the work gets done is going
to continue to be much more flexible
than pre-pandemic. Employees are the
most productive when they are happy
and DEVCOM found that many of
their employees would prefer to work
remotely: September 2020, of the 56%
of the total DEVCOM workforce that
responded to an enterprise telework
survey, 40% indicated that they would
prefer to work remotely 100% of the
time, and less than 5% indicated that
they would prefer to not work remotely
at all, with a range of preferences in
between. Remote work is seen as a
benefit by the employee, but it can also
benefit the employer. If all new hires
do not need to relocate to work at an
Army worksite, DEVCOM can recruit
and retain the best talent, anywhere.
The new hire will be able to continue

to enjoy their life near family members
or in communities in which they have
grown roots. They would, however,
need to come into the DEVCOM
workspace from time to time to work
with other team members. Also, not
everyone needs to work in accordance
with “core duty hours,” as some work
can be asynchronous. For that type
of work, employees can work when
they are most productive. DEVCOM
acknowledges their vision of the
“Future of Work,” will be a leadership
challenge, but they are preparing their
supervisors with training for managing
remote work and shifting expectations
from management by physical
oversight to management by output.

not physically move to Northeastern
Maryland, and existing employees
choose to move away while retaining
their positions at APG, Northeastern
Maryland will feel an economic
impact at the loss of dollars spent in
the region. On the other hand, the
number of residents supporting other
federal and DoD work may increase
as employees make decisions to reside
in the region and work remotely to
far flung locations. In addition, APG
employees who get jobs elsewhere,
may choose to stay in the region to live
close to family members and remain in
the community they love.

The Army Alliance acknowledges
that continued support to the APG
We can expect other APG organizations mission is key; whether its workforce
to embrace DEVCOM’s concept for
resides in Northeastern Maryland or
the “Future of Work” in varying
not. However, the Army Alliance also
degrees. But it will certainly translate
recognizes the negative impact to the
in the future to a smaller footprint of
regional economy if there are decreases
employees physically working on any
to the total workforce residing in
given day on the APG installation. Over Northeastern Maryland. It would be
time, we may also see a decline in the
in the best interest of the region to
number of APG employees residing
ensure they put their best foot forward,
in Northeastern Maryland. As new
ensuring the region has a strong quality
hires come on board and choose to
of life that will help to attract and
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retain the APG workforce. Additionally,
the quality of life needs to be wellcommunicated to the workforce so that
they can make informed decisions on
where they wish to reside.

of empty buildings will most likely
trigger further consolidations, moving
missions off one installation to another
through a Base Realignment and
Closure (BRAC) or BRAC-like action.
Coupled with the increased capability
Consolidation of Office Space on and acceptability of remote work, all
employees do not necessarily have to
Department of Defense (DOD)
move with the mission. It will be more
Installations.
affordable to keep some employees in
their original community, avoid the
The “Future of Work” will result in
more DOD employees working remote cost of Permanent Change of Station
(PCS) and allow travel funding for
and will result in vacant office space.
The pressure of decreasing budgets will these employees to attend key meetings
and/or to meet with team members.
most likely force the consolidation of
space to generate savings. For example, APG has work that cannot be
on April 10, 2021, the White House
done remotely; work that must be
revealed plans to ask Congress for a
completed in secure environments
$715 billion defense budget for fiscal
or in laboratories or on test ranges.
2022, which reflects a 0.4% reduction
But APG also has work that is done
in purchasing power after adjusting
in typical office environments that
for inflation. If this budget comes to
lends itself to remote work. The Army
pass, savings will need to be found that Alliance supports the identification
will not affect military readiness or
of DOD savings that does not impact
end strength. It is not hard to imagine
military readiness or end-strength. The
that the military might look to achieve Army Alliance recognizes that APG is
energy savings through consolidating
a national asset, with missions that are
the workforce into less buildings. As
only performed at APG, and for good
time goes on, the increased numbers
reason – moving those missions would
12 | 2021 ARMY ALLIANCE ANNUAL REPORT

impact military readiness. To protect
APG against any BRAC or BRAC-like
actions, the APG defense community
needs to be ready to clearly explain the
criticality of the mission at APG, and
how APG supports the security of the
nation.

Understanding of the Criticality
of the APG Mission.

The missions of APG are critical to
this nation, but also highly technical.
The importance of these missions is
not well articulated to the community
or to state and national decisionmakers. For example, this past state
legislative session, the Army Alliance
worked with the Maryland Defense
Research Coalition (MDRC) to
support a bill that would change state
legislation to allow the development
and demonstration of new technologies
for chemical destruction at APG. The
state legislators had limited knowledge
of APG and no understanding of the
Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
Nuclear and Explosives (CBRNE)
mission. As a result, the bill was pulled

to spend the legislative interim to
educate the legislators before the next
legislative session begins in January
2022. This experience clearly showed
the lack of knowledge of this important
national asset to our non-local state
legislators. The CBRNE mission
is key to our nation; the CBNRE
organizations and the Research and
Development they have done over the
past decade enabled them to support
the nation’s response to COVID-19.
COVID-19 was a dress rehearsal for
a biological/chemical attack. Outside
the gates of APG, (and even outside
the walls of CBRNE organizations),
few understand the mission and its
importance.
In the future, it is anticipated that
the missions of APG will continue
to get more technically complex.
The understanding of these mission
capabilities by the local community
could lag further behind. If the
community does not understand the
mission, complacency could replace
support for the mission at APG.
The sound of exploding ordnance or
encouragement of a child exploring

a career pathway that could lead
to APG employment are teachable
moments for our entire defense
community. Additionally, lack of
mission understanding by state and
national decision-makers can hurt
APG’s funding levels and impact
APG’s ability to support the nation.
The APG defense community should
ensure there is a plan and the means
to identify APG critical missions and
educate the local community and state
and federal decision-makers. The Army
Alliance will increase its information
campaign in Annapolis beyond just the
economic importance of APG, but with
more detailed insight into its missions
and capabilities and their importance to
our National Security.

Science, Technology, Engineering
and Math (STEM) Education key
to Growing APG Workforce.
The pandemic underscored the
need for STEM to develop the
future workforce required to solve
tomorrow’s challenges. Moreover,
a feeder system of STEM-trained

employees will be key to the future of
APG. The APG defense community
has acknowledged an unwavering
need for STEM education. There have
been several successful efforts in this
area to include many APG-sponsored
STEM initiatives. Recently, the
community has stepped up, launching
the Discovery Center at Water’s Edge
and expanding the reach of Harford
County Public Schools (HCPS) and
Harford Community College (HCC)
Pathways in Technology Early College
High School (P-TECH). These efforts
are critically important, and to advance
these initiatives and ensure STEM
learning for all in a cohesive, focused
plan, the Army Alliance recommends
the APG defense community consider
fully implementing the five major
recommendations from a January 2021
report entitled, “Restoring America’s
Position As A World Leader By
Reinvesting in STEM.”
The STEM Learning Ecosystems
Community of Practice released its
report (available at stemecosystems.
org) with recommendations based
on a series of Town Hall sessions,
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surveys, and focused interviews with
STEM leaders from nearly every state
in the country. The ideas of more
than 1,000 STEM leaders, families,
teachers, after-school educators as
well as those from non-profits and
philanthropy contributed thoughts. Top
recommendations from the report are
highlighted below:
1. Foster collaboration to engage,
leverage, and link all relevant
community resources – adoption of the
STEM Learning Ecosystems model.
Ecosystems bring together partners from
nearly all sectors in a community to align
learning, harness resources and plan for
the future. Partners from K-12 education,
early learning, higher education, business
and industry, religious organizations,
government, out-of-school, non-profits,
philanthropy, and others all come
together to identify needs, opportunities,
resources, and goals. It does not stop
with just conversation. Ecosystems
go to work implementing action plans
with clear priorities, resources, and a
collective vision.
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2. Introduce a collaboratively designed
performance-based system to
ensure quality and alignment with
strong post-secondary and/or STEM
careers. Standardized testing is not
producing results that support the true
understanding of a student’s mastery of
a subject. Standardized testing, instead,
produces a comparison of how students
are doing in relation to their national
peers. These tests do not provide
accurate enough pictures of students’
strengths and weaknesses to determine
any underlying academic issues or
deficiencies.
3. Support a diverse, well-prepared, and
high-quality teaching workforce, and
ensure their involvement and leadership
with students, administrators, and higher
education faculty. The United States is
in crisis regarding teacher recruitment
and retention, especially in subjects
connected to science and math. A
strong focus on teacher recruitment and
retention, with emphasis on a diverse
workforce, is critical to ensure the
nation’s successful future.

4. Encourage long-term student
participation in STEM by increasing
its visibility, relevance, connections
to the real-world and community and
global challenges. It is a simple truth
that students will not enter a STEM
profession if they have no understanding
of what it is, no connection to a STEM
professional, no meaningful engagement
with STEM and no reason to believe
that people who look like them can
be successful in such professions.
Furthermore, STEM strengthens
students critical thinking, reasoning and
analytical skills helping better prepare
them for all professions.
5. Build a strong early learning system.
Lack of exposure to and engagement
with STEM in early learning settings
offers lasting ramifications with those
who have not engaged in early STEM
being unlikely to find engagement with
it later in their academic careers. Early
STEM exposure also helps ensure family
engagement in learning, increasing the
likelihood that students will develop
STEM identities and pursue such
disciplines in the future.

Certainly, many of these STEM
recommendations are already
addressed in Northeastern Maryland,
but a thoughtful, detailed plan with
corresponding implementation actions
will better position the region.

Summary

In summary, this article proposes a
viewpoint on how the APG defense
community can be ready for postpandemic changes and how we can
work together to take proactive actions
to safeguard APG and its missions.

Right, Sue Nappi participated in Wreaths Across
America in December 2020 on behalf of the Army
Alliance.
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LEGISLATIVE WORK
OF THE ARMY ALLIANCE
Jill McClune, Legislative Lead

Jill McClune, Legislative Lead, Army Alliance
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The Army Alliance continued its
proactive federal legislative season on
behalf of APG with continued focus on
reduction of contaminated facilities and
improvements to the Army’s Combat
Capabilities Development Command
(DEVCOM) Chemical Biological
Center (CBC) bio-manufacturing
facility and capabilities, along with
new efforts to support two key
community projects. Our efforts in
Annapolis focused on supporting
the Governor’s continued effort to
decrease the amount of tax due on
military retirement payments, as well
as supporting the Maryland Defense
Research Coalition (MDRC)’s initiative
to change state legislation to permit
the development and demonstration
of new technologies for chemical
destruction at APG. And while COVID
brought its challenges, the need to

meet virtually actually permitted
increased engagement and discussion
with a broader representation of
the APG leadership regarding their
challenges prior to the Army Alliance’s
development and selection of our
FY21-22 initiatives. Virtual meetings
also permitted more focused time with
congressional staffers to brief and
strategize our requests. We hope that
a hybrid meeting model will make it
easier and more effective to schedule
meetings and engage with all parties in
the future.
There were some issues that were
identified by numerous APG and
community leadership that the
Army Alliance will be tracking and
determining how to engage in the
future but did not make the initiatives
list for this year. Some of those issues

have already been discussed in this
report and include the Future of Work
and its potential impact; increased
collaboration across APG to support
Joint Convergence, a program that
cuts across many APG missions and
capabilities and has resulted in a
new Joint Systems Integration Lab
(JSIL); effective hiring authorizations
that permit hiring the best available
candidates efficiently to continue to
support critical mission requirements;
and continued support to the
Army’s modernization and RDT&E
requirements. Increased Army budget
pressures have already negatively
impacted several APG support
contractors and maintenance missions.
Such budget concerns are expected to
continue into next fiscal year and will
be watched closely.
With support from its federal advocacy
partner, The Livingston Group, based
in Washington, D.C., the Alliance
has submitted two specific funding
requests for authorization and
appropriation in support of APG. They
are both continuation of efforts from
last year.

We continue to advocate to ensure
that APG receives the needed annual
funding to continue demolition of the
contaminated facilities at APG South,
Edgewood Area. We appreciate the
Army’s existing support as demolition
of 12 buildings is already completed.
It is imperative that the remaining
buildings are demo’d sooner than
later before any contamination that
could negatively impact surrounding
missions and adversely affect the safety
of APG personnel occurs. In addition
to our programmatic request, we will
also be requesting the below report
language to help ensure that this issue
has the visibility it needs to continue:
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Edgewood Area,
contained 63 remnant production plant
slabs and 50-year-old laboratories that are
inactive and mostly vacant; these facilities
were formerly used by Edgewood Chemical
Biological Center (ECBC) and the Medical
Research Institute of Chemical Defense
(MRICD). The Committee is encouraged
by the Department’s inclusion of specific
funding to remove these contaminated
facilities, which includes decommissioning,
decontamination and demolition through a

phased approach under the Contaminated
Building Demolition (CBD) Program. The
Department has already obligated funds,
begun demolition, and has programmed
additional funds in the out years to continue
these efforts. The Committee directs the
Department to continue these funding
efforts to ensure demolition activities
continue, particularly with significant
progress already underway. Demolition of
these facilities will result in cost savings on
infrastructure, maintenance and security
of these unusable buildings and reduce the
risk of contamination. The reduction of
these facilities will have a positive impact
on the surrounding missions, including the
new MRICD facility, DEVCOM Advanced
Chemistry Laboratory, and the Army Public
Health facility.
We asked for increased funding above
the President’s Budget for RDT&E,
Army for the purpose of establishing
a pilot-scale biochemical production
and purification facility for the Army’s
DEVCOM CBC. Expansion of this
facility would support tri-service
defense labs seeking to develop
advanced materials for incorporation
into energetics, armor, optics, sensors,
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and other ultra-designed materials. The
requested funding would provide for
a fully functional pilot-scale synthetic
biology fermentation plant, akin to
micro-breweries that ‘mimic’ the
industrial scale fermentation process by
carrying out the industrial process on a
smaller scale. This capability would be
unique in the United States and could
also support additional educational
initiatives, as well as support
collaboration with industry.

support of this project and submitting
it as one of his T&I Member directed
requests.

We are working with Congressman
Ruppersberger on a Community
Project Funding (CPF) request for the
Discovery Center at Water’s Edge. This
was done through the RDT&E, Army
account, as RDT&E is the only account
in the defense appropriations bill that
CPF submissions will be permitted.
These CPF are a new Congressional
We are excited about the opportunity
directed funding opportunity –
to champion and lead legislative
similar to earmarks – and we quickly
support for two community projects.
collaborated with community partners
The House Transportation and
to gather the required information
Infrastructure Committee (T&I)
and support. Due to its newness, we
announced in April that Member
are already planning that we may
directed funding requests would be
continue to work this request again
permitted in the Fiscal Year 22 Surface next year. As the Discovery Center is a
Transportation Reauthorization bill.
key component of our regional STEM
With support from Harford County,
educational support strategy, the Army
The Livingston Group on behalf of the
Alliance looks forward to working with
Army Alliance submitted a T&I request the Discovery Center to make this
for funding to extend Woodley Rd.
project a success.
to MD 715 and improve access to the
The Authorization and Appropriation
Perryman Peninsula. We thank Rep.
process has begun but it appears
Dutch Ruppersberger’s office for his
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likely that the process will be delayed
this year. We do not expect to see
a National Defense Authorization
Act (NDAA) before late fall and a
Continuing Resolution through at
least the first Quarter of FY22 is
likely. This situation along with the
likelihood that the Army may see more
fiscal pressures in FY22 then other
services, it is imperative that the Army
Alliance continues to speak for APG
with those Congressional legislators,
staff, and committees that can help to
fight for and protect the missions and
capabilities of APG. We appreciate the
support from all our sponsors that
make this critical advocacy possible.

As previously mentioned, the Army
Alliance worked with the Maryland
Defense Research Coalition (MDRC)
and our Annapolis advocacy partner,
Bryson Popham, on legislation that
would address certain state regulations
that inhibit the Army at APG to
develop and demonstrate critical new
technologies for chemical destruction.
While we were not successful this year,
we learned some key lessons that we

will implement throughout the rest
of 2021 in preparation for Annapolis
2022. We believe that additional
education of key legislators about this
technology and the efforts of DEVCOM
CBC will be critical for our success
next year. We are also looking for an
opportunity to invite the Maryland
Assembly Joint Committee on
Cybersecurity, Information Technology,
& Biotechnology to APG to increase
the understanding of the Maryland
legislators to the importance of the
APG missions to our National Security.
We are privileged that longtime friend
of the Alliance, Senator J.B. Jennings is
a member of this Committee.
We continued to support efforts to
lower the tax burden to military
retirees. Taxation of military
retirement pay is a job recruitment
and economic development issue as
new DoD retirees, most of whom still
have at least a decade of continued
employment before actual retirement,
determine where they will reside after
leaving service. These individuals
come with critically needed security
clearances and unique skill sets that

make them prime candidates for
critical positions at APG and other
Maryland installations. As a result,
their contributions to the Maryland
economy and tax payments outside of
their military retirement significantly
outweigh this legislation’s potential
fiscal impact. Several bills were
introduced on this issue including from
Army Alliance Board meetings were held monthly
the Governor’s Administration – all of
which did not pass. We will continue to via Zoom over the past year.
advocate for this matter in the coming
years supporting a phased approach.
Lastly, we look forward to the
opportunity to meet our state and
federal legislators and staff in person
in the coming months and prior to our
next legislative cycle to continue to
educate them on the Army Alliance,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, and the
initiatives to support its missions and
capabilities. A combination of inperson and virtual engagement should
increase our effectiveness in advocating
for APG and our issues of interest.

The Army Alliance hosted a Zoom meeting for
their sponsors on March 25th, 2021. Sponsors of
the Army Alliance were provided updates on the
Army Alliance FY22 federal initiatives and 2021
State Initiatives.
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ACTIVITIES
OF THE ARMY ALLIANCE
Our OPTEMPO:

included an overview of the legislative
initiatives of the Army Alliance. As the
pandemic continued, the breakfast in
During this pandemic year, the Army
Alliance Board of Directors met monthly November and the luncheon in March
were canceled. In their place, were
via zoom. The monthly newsletter was
two virtual events: the Army Alliance
provided to Army Alliance sponsors
providing a synopsis of these meetings. Sponsorship Meeting and the “State
of APG Roundtable.” The Sponsorship
Twice weekly, the Army Alliance
Meeting was held on March 25th,
published its “Newsflash.” The
Newsflash is available to the public and 2021. Sponsors of the Army Alliance
were provided updates on the Army
provides links to APG defense-related
Alliance FY22 federal initiatives and
news articles and upcoming events.
2021 State Initiatives. The Army
The Army Alliance normally hosts three Alliance worked with the leadership of
major meetings each year: a breakfast
Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG) to
in November, a luncheon in March, and present a “State of APG Roundtable”
a dinner in June. The pandemic altered
on April 20, 2021. The roundtable was
these plans. The June 2020 dinner,
held as a kick-off for the APG Advanced
which serves as our Annual Meeting
Planning Briefing for Industry (APBI).
and wrap-up for the 2020 program
The event featured senior leaders from
year was canceled. A virtual Annual
each of APG’s Centers of Excellence
Meeting was held instead on August
and the APG Garrison. Participates
31, 2020 with U.S. Senator Ben Cardin
learned about each center’s past-year
as our guest speaker. The event also
accomplishments, goals and focus
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areas for the next several years, as
well as challenges and opportunities.
Concluding the 2021 program year
was the Annual Dinner Meeting at the
Water’s Edge Event Center in Belcamp
on June 7, 2021, which featured
Joseph Welch, Director, Command,
Control, Communications, Computers,
Cyber, Intelligence, Surveillance,
Reconnaissance (C5ISR) Center; U.S.
Army Combat Capabilities Development
Command (DEVCOM).
From November to February, the Army
Alliance Board met virtually with senior
leaders across APG to discuss APG
challenges. Based on what was learned,
the Army Alliance developed the Army
Alliance federal legislative initiatives.
White papers were written, and the
Army Alliance met virtually with federal
legislative staff during the month of
March to ensure our initiatives were
understood and supported.

The Army Alliance is a member of the
Association of Defense Communities
(ADC). ADC is a 300+ member
organization, representing every
major defense community and state
in the country, dedicated to advancing
issues that build strong communities
and strengthen the ability for service
members to defend our nation.
The Army Alliance participated in
their National Virtual Summit, the
Membership Town Hall meeting, and
the ADC live sessions. Participation
ensures that the Army Alliance is aware
of nation-wide defense issues which
may impact APG. Army Alliance Board
Director Karen Holt was elected Vice
President of ADC in April 2021 for a
two-year term, and Board Director Jill
McClune serves as co-chair of ADC’s
Federal Outreach Advisory Committee
(FOAC).
At the state level, the Army Alliance
participated in Maryland Military
Installation Council (MMIC) meetings.
The Army Alliance Executive Director
also supported the State of Maryland
implementation measure of the 2019
Statewide Joint Land Use Study (SJRIS)

to promote land use and energy siting
in Maryland that is compatible with
military installations.

At the local level, the Army Alliance
continues to be a contributing member
of the Military Affairs Committee of the
Harford County Chamber of Commerce,
supporting their annual Military
Appreciation Luncheon and the Perry
Point Veterans Charitable Drive. The
Executive Director of the Army Alliance
is a board member of the Route 40
Business Association and participated
during the year in their board meetings
and events. Participation in the Harford
County Chamber of Commerce and
Route 40 Business Association provided
for information exchange between APG
and the local business community.
Army Alliance Board Members
participated in the Harford Chamber
Pre-Legislative Meeting with the
Harford County Delegation, learning
about our State legislators’ areas of
focus and the chamber attendees’ areas
of concern. Additionally, the Army
Alliance participated in the Greater
Baltimore Committee MD General
Assembly Legislative Forum as well

as in Greater Harford Committee
meetings.

Harford County Office of Community
and Economic Development (OCED)
works closely with the Army Alliance
on APG-related efforts. Together they
developed and executed the “Highlights
of Harford County Virtual Tour”
for Army Senior leader spouses on
September 24, 2020. A “goody” bag was
prepared and delivered to the homes
of the spouses, followed by a Zoom
meeting in the evening. Community
representatives participated,
highlighting the amenities of their
areas. The Army Alliance also supported
OCED in the update of “Alphabet
Suit,” a print and online guide which
addresses the basics of doing business
with APG. APG Federal Credit Union
sponsored the continuation of the
publication.
Board members also participated
throughout the year in APG,
defense contractor and professional
association events, ensuring
relationships are nurtured between
APG and the community, and two-way
communication continues.
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ARMY ALLIANCE SPONSORS
AND GRANTING AGENCIES
The Army Alliance is grateful for the support
of its Patriot Sponsor, Granting Agencies, and
our “Star” Sponsors. Together we help the APG
defense community strengthen and grow.

Patriot Sponsor
The Harford County Office of Community and
Economic Development builds strong communities,
industries, and markets in the County and
provides opportunities for all County residents.
The Office seeks to facilitate business investment,
entrepreneurial development, housing initiatives,
and job creation to foster a diverse economy and
expand the local tax base, enhancing quality of life
for those who live, work, play, learn, invest, serve,
and stay in Harford County.
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Granting Agencies
Maryland Department
of Commerce

The Office of Military and
Federal Affairs develops
business relationships
between U.S. military
bases, federal laboratories,
and private companies in
Maryland to help create and
retain jobs. The team also
helps businesses diversify to
reduce their dependence on
the federal government.

Cecil County

The Cecil County Office
of Economic Development
strives to stimulate economic
growth and job creation
through the expansion of the
County’s existing business
and agricultural base, the
attraction of new business,
and the development of
tourism.

City of Aberdeen

Aberdeen is your Home
of Opportunity located in
the prime Mid-Atlantic
region minutes from
Baltimore, Washington
D.C., Wilmington, DE, and
Philadelphia. Aberdeen has
world-class schools, stable
and fast rail, and highway
transportation, and is the
home of the U.S. Army’s
foremost technology center,
Aberdeen Proving Ground.

Town of Bel Air

Bel Air’s central location
as the county seat has
earned the town the
slogan of ‘The Heart of
Harford’, with the various
county and state agencies,
regional medical facilities,
shopping, entertainment,
and recreation opportunities
conveniently placed within
easy access for citizens of
Harford County.

City of Havre de Grace

Havre de Grace’s slogan is
“Discover your Maryland
in Havre de Grace.” The
City offers the authentic
Chesapeake Bay experience,
with boating, shopping,
dining, and entertainment at
the newly-renovated Cultural
Center at the HdG Opera
House.
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Tom Albro is a Senior Executive with Joint
Research and Development (JRAD) with over
39 years of experience leading and growing
organizations in the Chemical, Biological,
Radiological, Nuclear and Explosives
(CBRNE) and homeland defense markets. He
came to Harford County as a Chemical (NBC)
Staff Officer in the U.S. Army supporting
chemical weapons demilitarization programs
and over his career has held positions in
the commercial and the defense sectors.
Tom served as the Army Alliance President
from 2017 to 2020, helping to preserve
Aberdeen Proving Ground as a national
asset along with its centers of excellence.
Gerard “Jerry” Brohm retired from the
United States Army as a Major General after
more than 32 years on active duty. In his last
assignment, he served as the Commanding
General of the Communications-Electronics
Command (CECOM) and Fort Monmouth,
NJ. As the Commanding General of CECOM,
he led the Army’s center for the development
and support of all communications, command
and control, automation, intelligence,
electronic warfare, and sensor systems. He
has remained active in the C5ISR sector
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holding senior leadership positions in
several defense companies and is currently
the head of a private consulting firm
focused on C5ISR. Jerry was inducted into
the CECOM Hall of Fame in May 2018.
Denise B. Carnaggio is the Aberdeen
Proving Ground Liaison and Strategic
Partnerships Coordinator for Harford
Community College. Prior to coming to
Harford Community College, she served as
the Deputy Director and Interim Director
for the Harford County Office of Economic
Development. She was responsible for
the 2005 BRAC implementation for
Harford County as well as strategic
planning for technology opportunities.
Denise is a founding member of the Army
Alliance and serves as its secretary.
Pete Christensen was VP of the Maryland
Operations for Joint Research and
Development, Inc. (JRAD) for 11 years and
now serves as an Executive Advisor within
JRAD. He has over 30 years of defense
experience to include over 30 years of
direct support to APG. This has included
support to the US Army Combat Capabilities

Development Command (CCDC), the Joint
Program Executive Officer for Chemical,
Biological, Radiological and Nuclear Defense
(JPEO-CBRND) and the U.S. Army Evaluation
Center (AEC). He manages teams of
scientists, engineers, technicians, and support
personnel that provide direct laboratory,
technical, and programmatic work to APG.
He also manages similar technical support
to the West Deseret Test Center at Dugway
Proving Ground. Pete has participated in Army
Alliance activities since its inception in 1999.
Danny DeMarinis has 50 years of C5ISR,
engineering and management expertise. He
was responsible for transitioning his firm’s
Fort Monmouth office to Aberdeen, MD. He
then managed the site for five years where
he continues to work part time. Danny
has BEE, MSEE, MBA and MTM degrees,
is on numerous Boards/Commissions/
Task Forces and is an officer of various
Professional/Technical Associations for
which he has numerous awards. He has
organized over 80 conferences and courses.
He heads up an effort, Northeastern MD
University Research Park, to bring university
assets to Northeastern Maryland.

Bruce England is the Executive Director
of the Susquehanna Workforce Network,
Inc., a non-profit corporation dedicated to
finding workforce solutions for businesses.
As the Executive Director, he is responsible
for the administration, management, and
planning of programs and initiatives focused
on addressing workforce challenges, assisting
job seekers through three Workforce
Centers, and ensuring youth have access to
employment and training opportunities.
Dean Ertwine currently serves as Assistant
Director in the Office of Military and Federal
Affairs, Maryland Department of Commerce.
As a retired Army Brigadier General, former
acquisition officer, and defense executive with
Battelle, Dean has over 30 years’ experience
in managing technology development,
systems engineering, program management,
material testing, and business development.
He has served on numerous boards and
commissions, including the Maryland Military
Installation Council, the Army Science Board,
and chaired the NDIA CBRN Division.
Glenn Gillis is the Senior Partner of Business
Development Consulting Services (BDCS)
providing strategic and tactical business
development, relationship, and infrastructure
services to APG and C5ISR-focused small/

mid-sized defense contractors. Glenn has
over 35 years of DoD technical and business
development experience across all services
and related agencies specializing in S&T,
system development, and T&E of military
systems. He is also actively involved in several
community organizations to include Board of
Directors of APG chapter of National Defense
Industrial Association (NDIA), present
advisor and past President of the APG-based
Industrial Representatives Association,
founder of the APG Professional Associations
Network, former Technology Group Chair of
the Harford County Economic Development
Advisory Board, and former Board Member
of the Northeastern Maryland Technology
Council (NMTC). Glenn is currently serving
as the Army Alliance Vice President.
Terry Grant, CPA, CCA, CCIFP, is a Director
with KatzAbsoch, a Maryland accounting firm.
As chair of their Government Contracting
Services Group, Terry helps clients to
navigate the complexities of compliance
issues faced when contracting with State
and Federal governments. Terry provides
a full range of accounting and tax services
for clients and serves as the Treasurer of
the Army Alliance. She also serves on the
Membership Committee and Board of the
Harford County Chamber of Commerce.

Karen Holt is Deputy Director of the
Harford County Office of Community &
Economic Development, serving as point
on business attraction efforts and providing
oversight of Harford Transit LINK, the
County’s transportation system. She is the
County’s liaison to Aberdeen Proving Ground
and more than 160 defense contractors.
Karen coordinates regional initiatives
of the Chesapeake Science & Security
Corridor (CSSC) Consortium and monitors
sustainability, installation and utility resiliency
efforts and funding opportunities. She is also
Vice President of the Association of Defense
Communities, a 300+ member national
organization dedicated to advancing issues
that build strong defense communities and
strengthen the ability for service members
to defend the nation. Additionally, Karen
serves as Harford County’s technology liaison
for advanced manufacturing, connected and
autonomous vehicles, and cybersecurity.
Matt Lenihan has been with St. John
Properties since 2001 and is presently serving
as Vice President, Leasing. He leads the
company’s leasing team which focuses on
marketing and new business development
for St. John Properties’ commercial office
and flex/R&D portfolio throughout the
region. In this role, Matt manages existing
client relationships throughout SJP’s 60+
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BIOS (continued)
development projects encompassing 15
million square feet and over 2,000 tenants
in Maryland. St. John Properties owns
and manages over 22 million square feet
throughout the country. Matt also serves on
the board of Unified Community Connections
and the Baltimore Museum of Industry.
Anthony (Tony) Lisuzzo has served over
40 years in government and industry senior
leadership positions within the Electronic
Warfare, CYBER, Intelligence, Information
Warfare, Navigation and C3I business
sectors. Tony is a retired Senior Executive
Service (SES) member and is Currently
serves as Executive Vice President for East
Coast Operations for Shipcom Wireless,
Inc., and as General Manager for a wholly
owned subsidiary called Shipcom Federal
Solutions, LLC. Tony also serves as Board
Council Member of Maryland State Cyber
Security Council, Board of Director for
USMA West Point, and Board member for
the Maryland Center for the Performing Arts.
Tony was inducted into the APG C5ISR Hall
of Fame in 2020 and is currently serving
as the President of the Army Alliance.
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Jill McClune is the General Counsel, US
for Avon Protection Systems and has almost
30 years of government contracts, trade
compliance, defense security, acquisition,
and tech transfer experience. Jill is the Army
Alliance subject matter expert in the federal
and state legislative process and works
closely with our elected representatives
in Washington D.C. and Annapolis to
implement our initiatives for APG’s longterm viability. She is also on the boards
of the Maryland Youth Apprenticeship
Advisory Committee, Girl Scouts of
Central Maryland, and DefTech. She has
been honored twice as one of Maryland’s
Top 100 Women by The Daily Record.
Eric McLauchlin is a founding partner of
the law firm of Shaffer, McLauchlin & Stover,
LLC in Bel Air and has over 20 years of
experience providing legal advice to small and
medium sized businesses and their owners.
He was the Chairperson of the Harford
County Economic Development Advisory
Board (EDAB) for 10 years, is a former
Chair of the Harford County Chamber of
Commerce and is currently a Director of the
University System of Maryland Foundation

Board. Eric dedicates considerable time to
civic, charitable, and community activities.
Patrick Mullin is a Senior Program
Manager with QED Systems, LLC. He has
supported the APG community for the past
30 years starting as a high school intern.
APG organizations Patrick has supported
include the Civilian Personnel Operations
Center, Army Environmental Center,
Software Engineering Center, Installation
Management Command, CERDEC, PEO
C3T, PEO IEW&S, and the 20th Support
Command. Patrick also serves on the
executive board of the APG Industrial
Representatives Association and is member
of the John Carroll School Alumni Advisory
Board. Patrick is a graduate of Bucknell
University with a BS degree in Biology.
Steve Overbay is the Director of Economic
Development for Cecil County. In his role,
Steve oversees and manages the strategic
work objectives and daily operations of the
economic development department; promotes
business relocation and industry sector growth
within Cecil County; and implements countywide tourism strategies. Prior to this position,

Steve was the Deputy Director of Community
and Economic Development in Harford
County. For the past 15 years while serving in
various positions, Steve has been an adamant
supporter of APG and the Army Alliance.
Mike Ray is Vice President, Army & Marine
Corps Sector for SURVICE Engineering.
Mike has been with SURVICE since 1997.
Prior to joining SURVICE Engineering, he
performed sensor and susceptibility analyses
for the U.S. Army Materiel Systems Analysis
Activity on APG, MD for more than 10
years. Mike currently serves on the Harford
County Chamber of Commerce Executive
Committee, the Harford County Commission
on Veterans Affairs, the NDIA Aberdeen
Chapter Board, and previously he served
as the president of the AUVSI Pathfinder
Chapter. He is also actively involved with
Harford County Special Olympics as a
partner and coach for soccer and bocce.
Bill Schaff is currently Manager, Chemical
Demilitarization Business Line at the Battelle
Eastern Science and Technology (BEST)
Center, as well as the BEST Center lead. His
CBRNE and leadership expertise is relied
upon at Battelle for over $90M in annual
revenue, as well as over 525 personnel
that support our Nation in the destruction
of legacy chemical weapons in Kentucky,
Colorado, and Maryland. Prior to joining

Battelle in 2009, he completed a 30-year
Army career, culminating with the position of
Director, Strategic Sustainment and Support,
U.S. Army Materiel Command (AMC). He
also served as the Chief Operations Officer
(G3) for the 20th CBRNE Command, APG.
Brian Simmons is a Senior Vice President
for TRAX International Corporation and is
currently responsible for Test and Evaluation
business development at APG and across the
DoD test range enterprise. Brian retired from
the Senior Executive Service in 2013 with 33
years of government experience, culminating
as the Technical Director for the US Army Test
and Evaluation Command. He is a Harford
County native, an inductee in the Aberdeen
High School Hall of Fame and manages a
fifth-generation family farm in Forest Hill.

Executive Director Bio

Sue Nappi has been the Executive Director
since 2017. Prior to this position, she was
the Deputy G5, Strategic Plans and Programs
for the U.S. Army CommunicationsElectronics Command (CECOM) at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD and Fort Monmouth,
NJ. During her 34 years in support of
CECOM, she led Command-wide efforts
to include Base Realignment and Closure
(BRAC) actions, Knowledge Management
programs, Command Strategic Planning
efforts and the preparation of Financial
Management plans. Sue volunteers for
several non-profits in her community.

Beetle Smith is a Senior Vice President
of MacKenzie Commercial Real Estate.
A stalwart member of the Baltimore
Metropolitan real estate community,
Beetle has more than 30 years’ experience
specializing in the sale and leasing of
flex, office, and retail properties along the
Interstate 95 Corridor. A second-generation
real estate agent, Beetle has been actively
involved in the Baltimore real estate industry
for nearly than 40 years and has advised
more than 600 of Maryland’s businesses in
transactions totaling more than $90 million.
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